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Metal Material Traceability Training

Many Xometry jobs require full material traceability in accordance the Defense Federal 
Acquisition Regulations Supplement (DFARS) documentation for RAW Metal Materials. This 
requirement is a flow-down requirement from the end Customer. Key takeaway is ensuring all 
documents include the same heat lot number and remaining requirements as described 
below. Here is an example of full material traceability. Under no circumstances is a 
Certificate of Compliance “Exempt” from the DFARS requirement.
The are requirements to ensure full Material Traceability is achieved :

● Material Certification must include the following:
○ Material Test Report (MTR) from the foundry/mill that manufactured the 

material with heat lot number
○ Statement of the material type, temper, and any applicable EN, AMSE, ASM, 

ASTM, etc. specifications that are met
○ A chemical and physical analysis breakdown

● Material Traceability Requirements must include the following:
○ Quality Representative signature on the original foundry/mill certificate
○ Packing Slips from foundry/mill supplier to the partner manufacturing the 

product with matching heat lot number from MTR recorded on each Packing 
Slip and Name/Location being shipped to

■ If material is sold or transferred within an organization, a transfer slip 
with the same heat lot number is required

○ Certificate of Compliance/Conformance on Company Letter Head confirming 
the manufactured product identity and featuring the heat lot number form the 
MTR on the raw stock material

○ Certificate of Compliance/Conformance on Xometry template confirming
the manufactured product identity that includes the heat lot number from the 
MTR on the raw stock material
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Please refer all questions to Xometry Quality Team:
Mark.Kearney@xometry.com or ABower@xometry.com 

This material is Xometry general capabilities information and does not contain any controlled technical 
data as defined within the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) or Export Administration 
Regulations (EAR).
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